Oktober Fest Run, Mowbray Park.
Run # 2434. 10 October 16.
Hares, Divot, Meatiwhore [absent with a note], Boxer and Roxy/Cruze.
Divot had the full costume, stirring music and the promise of German sausage and beer as a build up to a good run.
The well dressed Radar, Tinkerbell, Irish Joke, Layup and Scruffy had the group photo down by the Danube River with
Divot. A good crowd of runners/walkers were given the trail instructions by Meatiwhores stand in Boxer under
instruction from the terriers [the brains of the run]. ” More arrows than Custer’s last stand” was truer than “more
checks than Barebums bank account” but we were well guided on our clockwise loop of East Brisbane.
A clever loop had Tinkerbell, Grewsum and Craft heading along the river towards the Story Br before we looped back
past the park to catch up with the walkers crossing Norman Creek. The runners were reduced to about 9 by the time
we looped past Miles old school, the very impoverished Churchie.
Optus called for a regroup in Stanley Tce before a long run home via the suitably named Heidelberg Street across
Lytton Rd to the waiting BBQ and beer.
$5 for a good schengreuben, sauerkraut and German Beer would have had Angela Merkel moving to Brisbane for
Oktober. No competition or crowds meant we didn’t scare our normal international guests at the park with the
down down songs or XXXX special 10 minute long song of anatomy from his kindy days. Irish Joke in his Chinese
made leather pants looked the part and charged the usual suspects prior to Donald Trump’s stand in from the USA
winning the SOTW. Tinkerbell even had a down down song for the occasion.
Seconds of the sausages lasted about a minute with the seagulls, good food Divot. The raffle closed the night with
the cool s/e wind sending the crowd for warmth of their cars.
Well done stand in Hare Boxer, we all finished near 7.00 pm 8/10
Food /beer better than most BBQs
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Circle, good laughs and XXXX Titi Boom Boom Song.
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